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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The goal of this presentation is to a) Tell you what the KnowlEDGE project is aboutb) Give you a quick recap on:-And what has been done during my VM2.(as it has been quite some time, since you last heard something form Loadcurve prediction.And c) introduce you to the Topic of federated learning and Give you a general understanding about the conceptIntroduce you to the needed terminologyAnd generally prepare you for the documentation of my masters thesisAs it probably will be fairly technical in some parts.What I will Not talk about today, is the process and  current status of my thesis,As this would easily exceed the 20 min time constraints of this presentation.				



KnowlEDGE Project
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
So without further ado lets start this presentation.The KnowlEDGE Project, is a Research Project with several industrial partners, Namely :Romande EnergyLandys + GyrVIA Science: The world leader in data privacy and Federated AnalyticsOne the goals of KnowlEDGE is to develop a congestion prediction algorithm for Utilities.Meaning the we want to know ahead of time, where and when in power grid, there will be excessive loads detected.For this several use cases were defined, which cover parts of the afro mentioned goal.Use Case 1 handles the Congestion Calculation: In essence it is an algorithm on how to calculate the actual congestion Levels in the grid,using decentralized analytics. It is mainly covered by Severin Novak.Use Case 2, looks at possible Loadcurve prediction algorithms and tries to Predict The Load of a Grid End User.I am working on said use case, with the help and support of Patrick Huber.In the end Use Case 1 and 2 shall be combined to form the Congestion Prediction.There are some other use cases, studying dynamic tarifs etc. but this is something for a different presentation.



KnowlEDGE Project
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The KnowlEDGE Project is now between Work Package 2 and 3.



Recap VM02 – Loadcurve Prediction
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now a quick Recapitulation on what was done exactly in my VM2.First of all, the goal of my VM2 was to research and develop a Loadcurve prediction algorithm for an edge device.For this again a quick problem description:- Loadcurve prediction describes the process of predicting the FUTURE load of a end user, using ONLY its past load curve data.



The Temporal Convolutional Network
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(P. Remy, 2020)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This prediction was done using a Temporal Convolutional Netowork, or TCN  for short.Is utilizes a series filters which move over the input series, to gain information aboutThe structure AND timing of the data.They are also called Convolutional LayersWith a parameter optimization algorithm (namely gradient descent) It is then possible to adjust these filters so that their output will fit a target function.



Goal Loadcurve Prediction
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In our case this target function, was the user loss at a later point in time



Design of TCN Network
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Mabye a quick recap on how a TCN Network has to be designed.There are several HYPER Parameters which alter the performance of the Network.One is the amount of stacked Convolutional Layers. They define, HOW far back the network can look.Meaning how many input Nodes are visible by every output node.Second is the Filter Width, this also influences the receptive field, as bigger filters allow for more previous nodes to be seen.The last important hyper parameter is the nr. of parallel filters. Generally, the more parallel filters there are, the more complex can the target function be.But also the bigger and thusly harder to train the network gets.



The Adjusted Loss
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(S. Haben et al, 2014)



The Adjusted Loss
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Recap VM02 – Time Series Generator
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
At the end of my VM2 I had a working prototype of a TCN Network, which was able to approximate a future user load somewhat accurately.This was thanks to a custom loss function and the custom network architecture.So with this, I was able to TRAIN a GENERAL Network, with data from a set of households, to generate predictions for said households.BUT this infers a problem: HOW can I Include NEW Customers (or Clients) in my prediction algorithm?Generally there are 3 solution approaches to this problem:Firstly and optimally, Would be The general ApproachMy GENERAL Network is trained so well, it can even predict the load from new users, as they have already learned from similarly behaved end users.This would be the easiest and cleanest solution, as we could simply deploy this GENERAL Network, and now further on edge training would be needed.However this is highly unlikely, as it is almost impossible to capture the structure of ALL possible costumers in a neural network.The second approach would be the Personalized Approach:Here the deployed General Network is Optimized again ON the edge. But this time ONLY the new (and previously unseen) users data is used to do said training.And the third approach is the Federated Approach, Where not only the deployed model, BUT ALSO the general model, are updated with the data of the new user.



Goals of my Master’s Thesis

• Analyze the benefits / disadvantages of the model personalization in 
the context of load curve prediction 

• Theory research for the Federated Learning strategy 
• Implement a Federated Learning algorithm 
• Analyze the performance of the Federated model compared to a base 

line model
• Stretch Goal: Implement Federated Learning on an Edge Device
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
With this we come to my master thesis.��Its goals are the following:- Analyze the benefits / disadvantages of the model personalization in the context of load curve prediction - Do a Theory research for the Federated Learning Approach - Implement a Federated Learning algorithm - Analyze the performance of the Federated model compared to a base line modelAdditionally there is a Stretch Goal of Implementing a Federated Learning  Algorithm on an Edge Device



Federated Learning
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(J. Corbacho, 2018)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now I still have NOT explained:What federated learning exactly isHow it worksAnd why it is useful.Lets get to that now.First of all I have only told you that this is an algorithm train a deployed AND centralized model, using decentralized data.This was somewhat of a lie.Federated Learning is in Fact a Strategy on how to train a centralized system, using decentralized data, WITHOUT actually transmitting said data.Don’t worry if this was a bit too complex to grasp at once, I will explain it in the following slides.But first, why is this useful at all? Why not just use the actual user data?It is the case that in Switzerland, it is prohibited BY LAW, to actually transmit private user Loadcurve data, without a special contract.Now as an End User I wouldn't want to sign such a contract, so as a Utility, I need a way around this problem.  so here comes federated learning
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Federated Learning flips the training of the centralized Model on its head.As not the user data is transmitted, BUT THE locally optimized models.��Let me explain.First a Global Model gets defined on a server and several new customers we want to include in our general MODELThis model is then deployed to a number all the edge devices, where it is personalized on their respective local data.This training can be done without ANY data transmission.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now to optimize the GENERAL (centralized) Model, not the data is sent back, BUT THE TRAINED MODELS itself.This means, that the not only is the user data encrypted but also anonymized. In an aggregation step, these personalized models then get combined to a new and improves version of the general model.It is then possible to REDEPLOY the new general model. 



The Flower Framework
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(D. Beutel et al, 2020)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Not how Can Federated Learning be done.Luckily there are several frameworks which support Federated Learning.Namely :Tensorflow FederatedPyswiftLeaf FlowerFrom those frameworks ONLY Flower offers a Machine learning framework AND Language agnostic environment.This means, it supports different Loadcurve prediction algorithms and could even be used with C++ Models.Thusly the desicion was made to continue with Flower as the Federated Learning Framework



The Flower Framework
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(D. Beutel et al, 2020)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now how does this Framework function?It basically offers a communication pipeline between a server and several clients.Meaning it allows for commands and models to be sent between the two. (marked in grey)HOWEVER, Flower does not include ANY model training software. (marked in light blue)Meaning this has to be implemented by myself.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This graph may explain the functionalities of flower a bit better:As you can see that the only given functionalities are the communication protocols.However because I am using such unique network and training strategies, this has to all be implemented by hand. (marked in light blue9



Simulated Experiments

• Repeatability
• Comparability of logged data
• Statistical relevant Results
• Dynamic Code allows for future Hyperparameter Optimization
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now the goal of my thesis is to compare a general, personalized & Federated Model?If you were to individually train these models and then compare them,The likelihood of the results not being representative would be pretty high.As you would be comparing apples to oranges.Meaning we need an experiment, which sets up all the models with the exact same parameters and trains them with the same data.Furthermore, the experiments need to be repeatable, as a Single Sample has no meaningful value, as it could be an outlier.Or in other words, we want a statistical relevant result.Because of this I decided to focus on a simulation approach and prioritize to an actual hardware implementation.This simulation approach allows for a series experiment to be made.Each of those experiments, initializes, trains and evaluates the 3 models with the same parameters and data.So in the end I should have comparable data, to make a relevant statement about the correct approach for the Loadcurve prediction strategy for the KnowlEDGE project.Because of the Time Constraints I sadly can not go further into detail HOW these experiments are set up, However I will explain it in detail in my documentation.



Outlines & Constraints Master Thesis

• Focus on Simulation / Analysis
• Compare Performance of FL vs. Personalization vs. General Models

• Statistical Analysis
• Quantitative Comparison (Comparable Numbers)

• On Edge Training needed for Personalization & Federated Learning
• Not yet supported by TFLITE (for regression tasks)
 Needs full-fledged Tensorflow
Use Linux, Python & Docker environment

• Docker allows for the “porting” of containers 
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(S. Smith, L. Ewing, 2017) (Dirk Merkel, 2014)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now because both Federated Learning and Model Personalization requires ON EDGE Training,An embedded version of these algorithms is not yet possible.As the training of regression models is NOT YET supported by TFLITE.So the decision was made to instead focus on the simulation approach.And use a Linux and Docker environment. Those two platforms allow for an “Easy” porting of Code.Which means the simulated clients, could be used on a more sophisticated hardware in the future.This is strategically a very reasonable decision, as the direction on how to continue with the Loadcurve prediction, can be changed entirely be the outcome of my experiments



Summary

• Use in VM2 established Structures
• TCN Architecture
• Time Series Generator
• Adjusted Loss

• Federated Learning:
• “Inverse” decentralized Training
• Training on Edge
• Allows for data privacy

• Focus on Simulation Approach
• Flower Framework
• Docker containers
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(J. Corbacho, 2018)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
So in summary:I am trying to evaluate the best Loadcurve prediction algorithm for an edge based application.For this I am using the in my VM2 established structures And I am focusing on a Simulation Approach to have statistical relevant results.



Questions?
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
With this my presentation would be over:Do you now have any questions?
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